
On November 1, ACTR did a run-through of possible bus stops on Main Street.  After some minor tweaks 
we came up with the attached spots.  We believe this answers most of the concerns raised. 
 
N. Side of Main Street 
 

- The stop at the Post Office will be offset from the curb and approx. 10’ – 12’ back from the 
crosswalk. 

- This helps improve visibility for pedestrians entering the crosswalk. 
- The pictures show a relatively clear sight distance up Main Street towards N. Pleasant and also 

show plenty of room to off-load a wheel chair while staying well out of the travel lane. 
- The handicap spot will be moved to the opposite side of the crosswalk and will remain a “Van 

Accessible” space. 
 
S. Side of Main Street 
 

- The stop was moved entirely to the east side of the crosswalk. 
- This eliminates any sight line issues with immediate traffic from the west as one enters the 

crosswalk behind the bus. 
- The existing handicap space will remain in its current location. 
- The pictures again show relatively clear sight line up Main Street toward N. Pleasant while 

allowing for ample room to off-load a wheel chair while staying well out of the travel lane. 
 
The total loss of parking will be 4 spots (1 in front of Post Office and 3 adjacent to the Green).  ACTR has 
emphasized that these are stops only and are not intended to be a transfer point form one bus to 
another.  ACTR has already submitted an application for work in the ROW for these bus stops so if that is 
the next step I will process accordingly and make the permit renewable annually in writing (draft ROW 
Permit conditions are attached for review/comment). 
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